Features
• (1) 3" x 59" (76 x 1499 mm) sanding belt with belt scraper
• (1) 1-1/2" x 59" (37 x 1499 mm) sanding belt with belt scraper
• Compressor
• Bag shaker
• Heel breaster on bayonet
• 6 manual revolving brushes
• Direct drive blower with dust drawer
• Adjustable top lift trimmer with carbide cutter
• Adjustable sole trimmer with carbide cutter
• Front access belt release
• Air gun
• On casters for easy back access

Every user will appreciate the design and effectiveness of the L 560.
S 2000 Finisher
SKU: LANDISS2000ULTRA

Features
- (2) quick-change belts:
  - (1) 1-1/2” x 59” (37 x 1499 mm)
  - (1) 4” x 59” (102 x 1499 mm)
- (1) sanding wheel, 1-3/8” x 5” (26 x 127 mm) B-shaped on bayonet fitting
- (2) horsehair brushes
- (2) leather burnishers or laminated cloth wheels
- Heel breaster on bayonet
- Edge iron friction heater
- Quick-adjust 28 iron sole trimmer (carbide optional)
- Adjustable NAUMKEAG
- Bag shaker
- Top access belt release
- Front access for easy cleaning
- Direct drive blower with dust drawer
- Enclosed back filters
- On casters for easy back access

Specifications
- Dimensions:
  - Width: 76-1/2” (1931 mm)
  - Depth: 30” (762 mm)
  - Height: 63” (1600 mm)
- Motor: 230 V, 4 hp, 1 phase, 26.6 Amps

Option
- LED light system

S755 XL Finisher
SKU: LANDISS755XLG2

Features
- (1) 4” x 59” (102 x 1499 mm) sanding belt with belt scraper
- (1) 2” x 22” (51 x 559 mm) sanding belt with belt scraper
- (4) horsehair brushes: (2) on bayonet fitting
- Adjustable sole trimmer with carbide cutter
- Adjustable top lift trimmer on bayonet with carbide cutter
- Heel breaster on bayonet 50 mm
- NAUMKEAG
- Bag shaker
- Top access belt release
- Front access for easy cleaning
- Direct drive blower with dust drawer
- Enclosed back filters
- On casters for easy back access

Specifications
- Dimensions:
  - Width: 50-3/4” (1270 mm)
  - Depth: 31-1/8” (785 mm)
  - Height: 72” (1829 mm) or with LED light 87-1/8” (2210 mm)
- (4) motors 230 V, 1 phase, 23.1 Amps, 3.92 hp

Options
- Adjustable mini belt on bayonet
- LED light system
- Motor 3 phases, 50/60 Hz
ORTHOEDIC & SHOE REPAIR

FINISHERS & SANDERS

The perfect addition to your workshop.

Every user will appreciate the design and effectiveness of the L 460 and the twin band sander L 100.

L 100 Sander
SKU: L100

Features
• (1) 4" x 59" (102 x 1499 mm) sanding belt
• (1) 1-1/2" x 59" (37 x 1499 mm) sanding belt
• Blower
• Front access:
  - belt release
  - sanding belt tracking adjustment
  - bag shaker
  - emergency button
• On casters for easy back access

Specifications
• Dimensions:
  - Width: 26-3/4" (661 mm)
  - Depth: 30-1/8" (762 mm)
  - Height: 67-1/4" (1702 mm)
• Motor 230 V, 1 phase, 6.4 Amps, 1.5 hp

L 460 Finisher
SKU: L460

Features
• (1) 4" x 59" (102 x 1499 mm) sanding belt with belt scraper
• (1) 1-1/2" x 59" (37 x 1499 mm) sanding belt with belt scraper
• Adjustable top lift trimmer with carbide cutter
• Adjustable side trimmer with carbide cutter
• Heel breaster on bayonet 50 mm
• Naumkeag motor 220 V
• Front access:
  - belt release
  - sanding belt tracking adjustment
  - for easy cleaning
• Sliding doors for more suction
• Direct drive blower with dust drawer
• Emergency button
• Bag shaker
• On steel casters for easy back access

Specifications
• Dimensions:
  - Width: 41-5/8" (1042 mm)
  - Depth: 30-1/8" (762 mm)
  - Height: 73" (1854 mm) or with LED light 87" (2210 mm)
• (3) motors, 230 V, 1 phase, 20.6 Amps, 4.42 hp

L 100BL Sander
SKU: L100BL

Features
• (1) 4" x 59" (102 x 1499 mm) sanding belt
• Blower
• Emergency button
• Front access:
  - belt release
  - sanding belt tracking adjustment
  - bag shaker
• On casters for easy back access

Specifications
• Dimensions:
  - Width: 26-3/4" (661 mm)
  - Depth: 29-5/8" (737 mm)
  - Height: 67-1/4" (1702 mm)
• Motor 230 V, 1 phase, 8 Amps, 1.5 hp

S 400 Sander
SKU: LANDISS403

Features
• (1) quick-change 4" x 59" (102 x 1500 mm) belt with easy access
• (1) 4" x 3" (102 x 76 mm) expanding sanding drum with interchangeable bayonet
• Adjustable belt tensioner on the front top for easy cleaning
• Scotch brite wheel on interchangeable bayonet
• Larger dust bag for better suction
• Left side with direct suction for accessories
• Dust port doors to maximize dust collection of work area
• Sanding belt scrapers for more efficient dust control
• Front access dust collection drawer
• 18" (458 mm) clearance under the belt
• On casters for easy back access
• 3/4 hp direct drive dust collector motor

Specifications
• Dimensions:
  - Width: 31" (788 mm)
  - Depth: 31 7/8" (810 mm)
  - Height: 63" (1600 mm)
• Motor 230 V, 12.7 Amps, 2 hp, 1 phase

NEW

Increase the performance of your workshop and add the L 100BL to your L 460 or SR 250.
S 6002H Sander
SKU: LANDISS6002H
S 6002H Sander / Without hoods
SKU: LANDISS600H

Features
• (2) 4” x 59” (100 x 1500 mm) sanding belts with easy access
• Sanding belt scrapers for more efficient dust control
• (1) heel breaster on bayonet
• Suction doors to control maximum dust collection to work area
• 3/4 hp direct drive dust collector motor
• Front access dust collection drawer

Specifications
• Dimensions S 6002H (with hood):
  Width: 39” (990 mm)
  Depth: 39” (990 mm)
  Height: 63” (1600 mm)
• Motor 230 V, 12.7 Amps, 2 hp, 1 phase

Options
• Naumkeag motor
• LED light system
• Central vacuum version available with 6” exhaust
• Available with or without hoods

S 6002H3 Sander
SKU: LANDISS6002H3
S 6002H3 Sander / Without hoods
SKU: LANDISS6003H
(can accommodate 2 workers)

Features
• (2) 4” x 59” (100 x 1500 mm) sanding belts with easy access
• Sanding belt scrapers for more efficient dust control
• (1) heel breaster on bayonet
• Powerful 2 hp sander motor
• 3/4 hp direct drive dust collector motor
• Front access dust collection drawer

Specifications
• Dimensions S 6002H3 (with hood):
  Width: 50” (1270 mm)
  Depth: 32” (813 mm)
  Height: 63” (1600 mm)
• Motor 230 V, 12.7 Amps, 2 hp, 1 phase

Options
• Naumkeag motor
• LED light system
• Central vacuum version available with 6” exhaust
• Available with or without hoods

S 500 Sander / Without hoods
SKU: LANDISS500H

Features
• (2) 4” x 59” (100 x 1500 mm) downward sanding belts
• (1) heel breaster on bayonet fitting
• (1) horsehair brush on bayonet fitting for quick change to other optional attachments
• Front access dust collection drawer
• Easy front access to sanding belts

Specifications
• Dimensions:
  Width: 43” (1093 mm)
  Depth: 29-1/2” (749 mm)
  Height: 76” (1931 mm) or without top 63” (1600 mm)
• Motor 230 V, 8.3 Amps, 2 hp, 1 phase

Option
• LED light system

S 500 Sander / With hoods
SKU: LANDISS500WH

Features
• (2) 4” x 59” (100 x 1500 mm) downward sanding belts
• Front access dust collection drawer
• Easy front access to sanding belts

Specifications
• Dimensions:
  Width: 28-3/4” (724 mm)
  Depth: 29-1/2” (749 mm)
  Height: 76” (1931 mm) or without top 63” (1600 mm)
• Motor 230 V, 9.4 Amps, 2 hp, 1 phase

Option
• LED light system
**ORTHOPEDIC SANDERS**

P 220 Mobile Sander  
SKU: P220

**Features**
- (2) expanding wheels 4” x 6” (102 x 152 mm) on the bayonet fitting
- Direct drive blower creates powerful suction
- Interchangeable bayonet shafts allowing a variety of grinding accessories
- On casters for easy back access

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: Width: 36” (914 mm)  
  Depth: 25” (635 mm)  
  Height: 35” (889 mm)
- Motor 230 V, 15 Amps, 1 hp, 1 phase

**Options**
- Central vacuum version available
- LED light system

---

**WorkMaster 1000**  
SKU: GP220

**WorkMaster 1000**  
Without dust collector system  
SKU: GP220CV

**Features**
- (2) expanding wheels 4” x 6” (102 x 152 mm)
- On bayonet fitting
- Direct drive blower creates powerful suction
- Interchangeable bayonet shafts allowing a variety of different grinding wheels on the right side

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: Width: 36” (914 mm)  
  Depth: 36” (914 mm)  
  Height: 57” (1448 mm)
- Motor 230 V, 15 Amps, 1 hp, 1 phase

---

**Complete Orthopedic Workstation**  
SKU: WBOPC

The complete 4 pieces wall unit includes:
- (1) Dual Vacuum Press  
- (1) Gast Vacuum Pump  
- (1) 48” Workstation  
- (1) 18” Fume Buster

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: Width: 48” (1219 mm)  
  Depth: 30” (762 mm)  
  Height: 62-1/2” (1588 mm)  
  Motor 120 V, 3.8 Amps, 1/4 hp, 1 phase

---

**Workbench 26”**  
SKU: WBH26

**Workbench 36”**  
SKU: WBH36

Perfect for extra working space. You can add a sole press or any bench machine.

**Features**
- Compressor switch and inlet
- Drawer

**Dimensions**
- 26” Workstation  
  Width: 26” (660 mm)  
  Depth: 25” (635 mm)  
  Height: 35” (889 mm)
- 36” Workstation  
  Width: 36” (914 mm)  
  Depth: 25” (635 mm)  
  Height: 35” (889 mm)

**Options**
- Naumkeag motor

---

**Workbench 36” with Fume Buster**  
SKU: WBHF36

**Workbench 48” with Fume Buster**  
SKU: WBHF48

Perfect for extra working space.

**Features**
- 18” Fume Buster
- Shelves & drawers
- Compressor switch and inlet

**Dimensions**
- 36” Workstation  
  Width: 36” (914 mm)  
  Depth: 25” (635 mm)  
  Height: 62-1/2” (1590 mm)
- 48” Workstation  
  Width: 48” (1220 mm)  
  Depth: 25” (635 mm)  
  Height: 62-1/2” (1590 mm)

---

**Workbench 26” + Hercules Single Pneumatic Sole Press**  
SKU: WBH26HERCULESSS

**Workbench 36” + Hercules Single Pneumatic Sole Press**  
SKU: WBH36HERCULESSS

We can customize your Workbench to meet your needs, lab or workshop size, style, features and color. Please specify your needs and we will prepare you a quote.

---

**Workbench 26” with Fume Buster**  
SKU: WBHF26

**Workbench 36” with Fume Buster**  
SKU: WBHF36

Customize your perfect Workbench.

---

**Dimensions**
- 26” Workstation  
  Width: 26” (660 mm)  
  Depth: 25” (635 mm)  
  Height: 35” (889 mm)
- 36” Workstation  
  Width: 36” (914 mm)  
  Depth: 25” (635 mm)  
  Height: 62-1/2” (1590 mm)
- 48” Workstation  
  Width: 48” (1220 mm)  
  Depth: 25” (635 mm)  
  Height: 62-1/2” (1590 mm)

**Perfect for extra working space.**

---

**Dimensions**
- 26” Workstation  
  Width: 26” (660 mm)  
  Depth: 25” (635 mm)  
  Height: 35” (889 mm)
- 36” Workstation  
  Width: 36” (914 mm)  
  Depth: 25” (635 mm)  
  Height: 35” (889 mm)

**Complete Orthopedic Workstation**  
SKU: WBOPC

The complete 4 pieces wall unit includes:
- (1) Dual Vacuum Press  
- (1) Gast Vacuum Pump  
- (1) 48” Workstation  
- (1) 18” Fume Buster

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: Width: 48” (1219 mm)  
  Depth: 30” (762 mm)  
  Height: 62-1/2” (1588 mm)  
  Motor 120 V, 3.8 Amps, 1/4 hp, 1 phase
Supermini Grind Pro
SKU: SUPERMINI2

Features
- (1) 4” x 3” (102 x 76 mm) sanding wheel on removable bayonet fitting
- Built-in fan self-contained dust removal system
- Compact design with handle

Specifications
- Dimensions: 32” (813mm) W x 20” (508 mm) D x 25” (635 mm) H
- Motor 115 V, 1 phase, 3.5 Amps, 1/3 hp

Adjustable Stand Mini Grinder & Bench Carver
SKU: DUALMGVS2

Features
- Compatible with all of the Landis Mini Grinders Series
- Adjustable on height from 30” to 51”

Specifications
- Dimensions: 4” X 3” expanding sanding drum on bayonet fitting
- Sanding drum only SKU: 317863
- Sanding drum available in 24, 40, 80, 100, and 120 grit SKU: 4938
- Scotch brite wheel soft 6”x 1” on bayonet SKU: SU1210292S

This model do not include any dust removal system.

New

MINI GRINDERS ACCESSORIES

This attachment ... for those accessories:

- Small tapered rubber sanding cone 4” x 1”
  SKU: RCS
- Small sanding cone, 24, 40, 80, 100 and 120 grit
  SKU: RCS (24, 40, 80, 100 or 120)
- Medium tapered rubber sanding cone 4” X 1-1/2”
  SKU: RCM
- Medium sanding cone, 24, 40, 80, 100 and 120 grit
  SKU: RCM (24, 40, 80, 100 or 120)
- Large tapered rubber sanding cone 4” X 2”
  SKU: RCL
- Large sanding cone, 24, 40, 80 and 120 grit
  SKU: RCL (24, 40, 80 or 120)

- Bedding rubber cone 2-1/2” X 1-3/4”
  SKU: GRENADE
- Grenade cover 40 grit
  SKU: B6162070
- Grenade cover 80 grit
  SKU: B6162080
- Grenade diamond
  SKU: GRENADED
- Scotch brite polishing cone adapter
  SKU: A162
- Scotch brite polishing cone 4” X 1”
  SKU: A163

- Tungsten conical rasp
  SKU: MRC14
- Tungsten pineapple rasp
  SKU: MRP14
- Tungsten straight rasp
  SKU: MR514

- Mini-scotch brite w/arb French 1” x 1”
  SKU: AMSBWC
- Mini-scotch brite refill 1” x 1”
  SKU: MSBW11
- Mini rubber cone on 1/4” shaft 1-1/2” x 3/4”
  SKU: B6162050
- Mini cover 80 grit
  SKU: 79106680

- Egg rasp
  Left thread, M 12
  SKU: B6160000
  Right thread, M 12
  SKU: B6160010

- Finger rasp
  Left thread, M 12
  SKU: B6160001
  Right thread, M 12
  SKU: B6160020

- Cone rasp
  Left thread, M 16
  SKU: B6160002
  Right thread, M 16
  SKU: B6160030

- Bayonette tapered with chuck drill 1/2”
  SKU: CD128TP
  for MGVS2, DUALMGVS2 & SUPERMINI2

- Standard accessory
  Bayonet taper with chuck drill 1/2”
  SKU: CD128TP
  for MGVS2, DUALMGVS2 & SUPERMINI2

- New

MINI GRINDERS & ACCESSORIES

Features
- Variable speed motor 2000 to 3900 RPM
- Built-in fan self-contained dust removal system
- (1) 4” x 3” (102 x 76 mm) sanding wheel on removable bayonet fitting
- Compact design with handle

Specifications
- Dimensions: 36” (914 mm) W x 23” (584 mm) D x 24” (610 mm) H
- Motor 115 V, 1 phase, 15 Amps, 1/2 hp
- Also available: Motor 230 V, 1 or 3 phases

New

Dual Mini Grind Pro
SKU: DUALMGVS2

Features
- (2) 4” x 3” (102 x 76 mm) sanding wheels: 1 fix and 1 removable bayonet fitting
- Include exhaust ports ready to connect to your vacuum system
- Compact design with handle

Specifications
- Dimensions: 33” (838 mm) W x 17” (432 mm) D x 14” (356 mm) H
- Motor 115 V, 1 phase, 15 Amps, 1/2 hp
- Also available: Motor 230 V, 1 or 3 phases

New

This model do not include any dust removal system.
SHOE REPAIR

PSHINE VALET

**Personal Valet**  
SKU: SSVPersonal

**Features**  
- (1) cleaning brush 6” X 3”
- (2) yarn mops 6” X 3-1/2”
- Hand polish applicator  
- Removable rubber mat

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 18” W x 12” D x 11” H  
- Net weight: 31 lbs.  
- Motor 1/4 hp, 115 V

**Office Valet**  
SKU: SSVOFFICE

**Features**  
- (1) cleaning brush 6” X 3”
- (2) yarn mops 6” X 3-1/2”
- Cream dispenser  
- Removable rubber mat

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 24” W x 12” D x 39” H  
- Net weight: 46 lbs.  
- Motor 1/4 hp, 115 V

**Mini Valet**  
SKU: SSVMV

**Features**  
- (2) yarn Mops 6” X 3-1/2”
- Cream dispenser  
- Removable rubber mat

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 18” W x 13” D x 31” H  
- Net weight: 65 lbs.  
- Motor 1/4 hp, 115 V, 3.8 Amps, 1 phase

**Executive Valet**  
SKU: SSVEXEC

**Features**  
- (1) cleaning Brush 8” x 3”
- (2) yarn Mops 8” x 4”
- Cream Dispenser  
- Removable Rubber Mat  
- Locked Storage Compartment

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 24” W x 18” D x 35” H  
- Net weight: 117 lbs.  
- Motor 1/3 hp, 115 V, 5.9 Amps, 0.33 hp, 1 phase

**Sole Cleaner Valet**  
SKU: SSVSSV

**Features**  
- (1) nylon brush  
- Also available with side cleaning brushes

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 18” W x 13” D x 31” H  
- Net weight: 120 lbs.  
- Motor 1/3 hp, 115 V, 0.17 hp, 1 phase

Please mention the chosen color:

- Silver: MM360
- Gold: YM244  
- Steel Grey: MM143  
- Light Grey: BM004  
- White: GN786699

**NEW**

**SR 250 Polishing Unit**  
SKU: SR250

**Features**  
- (3) horsehair brushes 8” x 2” (203 x 50 mm)  
- (2) stitched cloth wheels  
- Right end of shaft made for ATCO fittings  
- Dust collecting system with dust bag  
- Powerful 1200 CFM blower system  
- (2) ink pots  
- Shelves on top

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions:  
  - Width: 33” (838 mm)  
  - Depth: 28-3/4” (737 mm)  
  - Height: 79-1/8” (1954 mm)  
- Motor 115 V, 14.8 Amps, 1 hp, 1 phase

**Options**  
- Two speed motor  
- Edge iron heater  
- Exchange brushes for other options  
- LED light system

**Base for B6 Brush Unit**  
SKU: B6STAND

**Base with doors for B4 Brush Unit**  
SKU: B4STAND1

**B6 Bench Top Brush Unit**  
SKU: LANDISB6B

**Features**  
- (2) yarn brushes 8” x 2” (203 x 50 mm)  
- Shaft machined for quick change bayonet (many optional accessories available)  
- Wall or bench mounted  
- Deep shelf holds many pairs of shoes  
- Sealed bearings never need oiling

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions:  
  - On base: 38” W x 17” D x 52-1/2” H  
  - Bench top: 38” x 17” x 18”  
- Motor 115 V, 7.4 Amps, 0.33 hp, 1 phase

**B4 Bench Top Brush Unit**  
SKU: LANDISB4B

**Features**  
- (2) horsehair brushes 8” x 2” (203 x 50 mm)  
- Shaft machined for quick change bayonet (many optional accessories available)  
- Wall or bench mounted  
- Deep shelf holds many pairs of shoes  
- Sealed bearings never need oiling

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions:  
  - On base: 24” W x 17-1/2” D x 51” H  
  - Bench top: 26” x 19” x 16-1/2”  
- Motor 115 V, 6.8 Amps, 0.33 hp, 1 phase

**Options**  
- Two speed motor  
- Edge iron heater  
- Exchange brushes for other options  
- LED light system

**Please mention the chosen color:**

- Silver: MM360  
- Gold: YM244  
- Steel Grey: MM143  
- Light Grey: BM004  
- White: GN786699

**Mini Valet**  
SKU: SSVMV

**Features**  
- (1) cleaning brush 6” X 3”
- (2) yarn mops 6” X 3-1/2”
- Hand polish applicator  
- Removable rubber mat

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 24” W x 12” D x 39” H  
- Net weight: 46 lbs.  
- Motor 1/4 hp, 115 V

**Executive Valet**  
SKU: SSVEXEC

**Features**  
- (1) cleaning Brush 8” x 3”
- (2) yarn Mops 8” x 4”
- Cream Dispenser  
- Removable Rubber Mat  
- Locked Storage Compartment

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 24” W x 18” D x 35” H  
- Net weight: 117 lbs.  
- Motor 1/3 hp, 115 V, 5.9 Amps, 0.33 hp, 1 phase

**Sole Cleaner Valet**  
SKU: SSVSSV

**Features**  
- (1) nylon brush  
- Also available with side cleaning brushes

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 18” W x 13” D x 31” H  
- Net weight: 120 lbs.  
- Motor 1/3 hp, 115 V, 0.17 hp, 1 phase

**Please mention the chosen color:**

- Silver: MM360  
- Gold: YM244  
- Steel Grey: MM143  
- Light Grey: BM004  
- White: GN786699

**Mini Valet**  
SKU: SSVMV

**Features**  
- (2) yarn Mops 6” X 3-1/2”
- Cream dispenser  
- Removable rubber mat

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 18” W x 13” D x 31” H  
- Net weight: 65 lbs.  
- Motor 1/4 hp, 115 V, 3.8 Amps, 1 phase

**Executive Valet**  
SKU: SSVEXEC

**Features**  
- (1) cleaning Brush 8” x 3”
- (2) yarn Mops 8” x 4”
- Cream Dispenser  
- Removable Rubber Mat  
- Locked Storage Compartment

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 24” W x 18” D x 35” H  
- Net weight: 117 lbs.  
- Motor 1/3 hp, 115 V, 5.9 Amps, 0.33 hp, 1 phase

**Sole Cleaner Valet**  
SKU: SSVSSV

**Features**  
- (1) nylon brush  
- Also available with side cleaning brushes

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 18” W x 13” D x 31” H  
- Net weight: 120 lbs.  
- Motor 1/3 hp, 115 V, 0.17 hp, 1 phase

**Please mention the chosen color:**

- Silver: MM360  
- Gold: YM244  
- Steel Grey: MM143  
- Light Grey: BM004  
- White: GN786699

**Mini Valet**  
SKU: SSVMV

**Features**  
- (2) yarn Mops 6” X 3-1/2”
- Cream dispenser  
- Removable rubber mat

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 18” W x 13” D x 31” H  
- Net weight: 65 lbs.  
- Motor 1/4 hp, 115 V, 3.8 Amps, 1 phase

**Executive Valet**  
SKU: SSVEXEC

**Features**  
- (1) cleaning Brush 8” x 3”
- (2) yarn Mops 8” x 4”
- Cream Dispenser  
- Removable Rubber Mat  
- Locked Storage Compartment

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 24” W x 18” D x 35” H  
- Net weight: 117 lbs.  
- Motor 1/3 hp, 115 V, 5.9 Amps, 0.33 hp, 1 phase

**Sole Cleaner Valet**  
SKU: SSVSSV

**Features**  
- (1) nylon brush  
- Also available with side cleaning brushes

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 18” W x 13” D x 31” H  
- Net weight: 120 lbs.  
- Motor 1/3 hp, 115 V, 0.17 hp, 1 phase

**Please mention the chosen color:**

- Silver: MM360  
- Gold: YM244  
- Steel Grey: MM143  
- Light Grey: BM004  
- White: GN786699
**Besser McKay Insole Stitcher**
SKU: MCKAY

**Features**
- For thin and thick 1” materials
- Hand and foot mechanism to raise presser foot
- Tension adjustment knob upfront
- Improved threading accessibility
- Horn can be locked in place
- Adjustable stitch length

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 24” (610 mm) W x 21” (534 mm) D x 65” (1651 mm) H
- Net weight: 440 lbs.
- Voltage: 115 V

---

**Sutton S317 Rapide, Rebuilt**
SKU: RAPIDE

**Specifications**
- Voltage: 115/230 V

---

**Rebuilt Outsole Stitcher**
**Landis K**
SKU: LANDISK

**Features**
- For thin and thick 5/8” materials
- Perfect for long soles
- The stitching needle comes in from above
- Can sew into rubber soles
- Foot mechanism to raise presser foot
- Adjustable stitch length

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 35” (889 mm) W x 35” (889 mm) D x 61” (1550 mm) H
- Net weight: 620 lbs.
- Voltage: 115/230 V

---

**Rebuilt Outsole Stitcher**
**Landis L**
SKU: LANDISL

**Features**
- For thin and thick 5/8” materials
- Perfect for long soles
- The stitching needle comes in from above
- Can sew into rubber soles
- Foot mechanism to raise presser foot
- Adjustable stitch length

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 36” W x 28” D x 61” H
- Motor 115 V, 3.2 Amps, 1 hp, 1 phase
- Net weight: 620 lbs.
- Voltage: 115/230 V

---

**Mole VSP2**
SKU: MOLEVSP2

**Adjustable Suction Funnel for Mole**
SKU: MOLEAFS2

**Features**
- Electric foot switch
- 1 hp motor
- 18” x 18” base
- 18” arm
- Variable speed 3400 RPM
- Crank handle for quick and easy adjustment
- Adjustable suction funnel

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 36” W x 28” D x 61” H
- Motor 115 V, 3.2 Amps, 1 hp, 1 phase

---

**Pegged tool tray for Mole**
SKU: PEGTRAYM

**Foot Switch with Wire**
SKU: 893100000

**Silicone gridding and polishing arbors are designed to finish most plastics used in the orthotic and prosthetic industry.**

---

**Kit of 6 silicone polishing cones**
SKU: KIT6CT

**Rubber sanding tube 7” x 3”**
SKU: TRR7123

**Sanding tube 24 grit**
SKU: 27877824

**Sanding tube 40 grit**
SKU: 27877840

**Sanding tube 60 grit**
SKU: 27877860

**Sanding tube 80 grit**
SKU: 27877880

**Sanding tube 100 grit**
SKU: 278778100

---

**Medium tapered rubber sanding cone**
4” x 1-1/2”
SKU: RCM

**Medium Sanding cone, 24, 40, 80, 100 and 120 grit**
SKU: RCM (24, 40, 80, 100 or 120)

**Large tapered rubber sanding cone**
4” x 2”
SKU: RCL

**Large Sanding cone, 24, 40, 80 and 120 grit**
SKU: RCL (24, 40, 80 or 120)
Features
- Unique perimeter air flow allows a more even distribution of pressure
- Locking handle assures a perfect seal
- Quick-release bladder frame
- Built-in pressure relief valve to protect vacuum pump

Specifications
- Inside dimensions: 10” W x 17” D x 3” H

Features
- Unique perimeter air flow allows a more even distribution of pressure
- Locking handle assures a perfect seal
- Quick-release bladder frame
- Built-in pressure relief valve to protect vacuum pump

Specifications
- Inside dimensions: 17” W x 18” D x 3” H

Features
- 1/4 hp motor
- 1/22 mm (4") flexible cable
- 1/4” drill chuck with key
- Dimensions: 9” W x 9 1/4” D x 15 1/2” H

Specifications
- Inside dimensions: 10” W x 17” D x 3” H

Features
- Adjustable tilt and height stand
- Pre-drilled base for bench mounting
- 305 mm (12”) tapered shaft with 1/2"-13 threaded end
- 1/2 hp, 115 V, low-torque safety motor
- Works with all Trautman accessories

Dimensions
- Dimensions: 24” x 10” x 17”
- 115 V, 6.8 Amps, 1 phase, 1/2 hp

Adjustable Stand Mini Grinder & Bench Carver
SKU: MGF34BASEADJ
Features
- Compatible with all of the Landis Mini Grinders Series
- Adjustable on height from 30” to 51”

Features
- 1/4 hp motor
- 1/22 mm (4") flexible cable
- 1/4” drill chuck with key
- Dimensions: 9” W x 9 1/4” D x 15 1/2” H

Specifications
- Inside dimensions: 10” W x 17” D x 3” H

Vac Tank for Landis Vacuum Press
SKU: SVPTK
Features
- Increase the speed vacuum pan with an additional 6-gallon flat tank. Quickly draw the air from the tank. Unique stackable design that allows the user to stack a vacuum press on top of tank to save on space.

Specifications
- Inside dimensions: 19” W x 27” D x 6” H

Bench Carver
SKU: SBC34

Proflex Flexible Cable with Motor
SKU: SPROFLEX

Features
- Unique perimeter air flow allows a more even distribution of pressure
- Locking handle assures a perfect seal
- Quick-release bladder frame
- Built-in pressure relief valve to protect vacuum pump

Specifications
- Inside dimensions: 17” W x 18” D x 6” H (extra depth)
**Gast Pump**

SKU: B78642101RN470

Included on all Gast Vacuum Pumps: One way valve allows you to turn off automatically the pump without losing suction.

**Features**
- This model is capable of handling multiple vacuum pans
- Air cleaner included to filter out dust and harmful particles that can damage pump
- Exhaust stenciler to assure smooth, quiet operation
- Vacuum pressure gauge
- One way check valve

**Specifications**
- Motor 115 / 220 V, 5.7 / 2.8 Amps, 1/2 hp

---

**Rubber Bladder**

SKU: LATEX116
Sold by square foot
SKU: LATEXSVP1718
Pre-cut 23” x 24”
SKU: LATEXSVP1017
Pre-cut 17” x 22”

**Features**
- Traditional brown gum rubber 1/16” thick bladder

---

**Silicone Clear Bladder 2 mm**

SKU: SILICONEC2MM
Sold by square foot

**Features**
- Ultra clear silicone blader 2 mm

---

**Grey Silicone Bladder 2 mm**

SKU: SRG2MM
Sold by square foot

**Features**
- Grey silicone blader 2 mm

---

**Hercules Single Pneumatic Sole Press**

SKU: HERCULESSS

**Features**
- Lasts support
- Water filter
- Adjustable pressure control
- Adjustable speed control
- 12” x 6” conforming sole cushion
- 6” x 6” flat heel cushion
- With double air connector:
  - (1) compressor
  - (1) air gun (available in option)
- Runs off air compressor (available in option)

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 16” W x 20” D x 44-1/2” H

---

**Hercules Double Pneumatic Sole Press**

SKU: HERCULESSSD

With timer
SKU: HERCULESSSDT

**Features**
- Lasts support
- Water filter
- Adjustable pressure control
- Adjustable speed control
- Quick hand lever for on/off
- Solid weld construction
- (2) 12” x 6” conforming sole cushion
- (2) 6” x 6” flat heel cushion
- With double air connector:
  - (1) compressor
  - (1) air gun (available in option)
- Runs off air compressor (available in option)

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 17” W x 20” D x 44-1/2” H

---

**Hercules Single Boot Pneumatic Sole Press**

SKU: HERCULESSSB

**Features**
- Oversized hand wheel requires less strength
- Solid weld construction
- Adjustable sole and heel cushions
- 12” x 6” conforming sole cushion
- 6” x 6” flat heel cushion
- Runs off air compressor (available in option)
- Long post to be able to press high boots
- (1) compressor
- (1) air gun (available in option)

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 14” W x 20” D x 53” H

---

**Hercules Manual Sole Press**

SKU: HERCULES

**Features**
- Oversized hand wheel requires less strength
- Solid weld construction
- Adjustable sole and heel cushions
- 12” x 6” conforming sole cushion
- 6” x 6” flat heel cushion

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 26” W x 20” D x 31” H

---
**PNEUMATIC SOLE PRESSES**

**Heel Post Press**
SKU: PPT

**Features**
- Pressure adjustment
- Timer controlled from 1 s. to 10 h.
- Reset button to cancel the operation
- Pressure pad automatically shapes to the orthoses

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 9” W x 6” D x 15” H

---

**Landis Double Sole Press**
SKU: LANDISDPP

**Features**
- Pressure adjustment
- Timer controlled from 1 s. to 10 h.
- Reset button to cancel the operation
- Pressure pad automatically shapes to the orthoses

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 9” W x 6” D x 15” H

---

**Titan 1 Orthopedic Press**
SKU: TITAN1

**Features**
- Adjustable presser lever
- Pressure gauge
- Adjustable height hold down arms
- Cushioned pad for even pressure

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 10” W x 31” D x 22” H
- Net weight: 121 lbs.

---

**Full Last option kits for Hercules Orthopedic Pneumatic Sole Press**

Birkenstock last kit of 7 pairs
SKU: 84237090

---

---

**FUME BUSTERS**

**Fume Buster Models:**

- **Fume Buster Models 3’, 4’, 5’**
  - **Features**
    - Pressure adjustment
    - Timer controlled
    - Safety switch
    - Quick disconnect for use with optional air tools
  - **Specifications**
    - Dimensions: 3’ W x 24” x 49”
    - 2 speed motor, 115 V, 3.8 Amps, 1/4 hp, 1 phase
    - Spark-proof blower unit
    - Vented or filtered model available

---

**Fume Buster 92”, charcoal filter**
SKU: FB92SP

**Features**
- Vented or Charcoal
- Dimensions: Fume Buster 92” charcoal
- 2 speed motor, 115 V, 3.8 Amps, 1/4 hp, 1 phase
- Spark-proof blower unit
- Vented or filtered model available

---

**Fume Buster 3’ Vented or Charcoal**
SKU: FB92SP

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 37” x 24” x 49”

---

**Options**
- Full set of power lasts
  SKU: KITSPOWER
- Bench top model
- Compressor
- Air gun

---

**Comes with a shelf and plexiglass protective door.**

---

The Fume Buster Series has been specifically designed to remove toxic air born chemicals and odors from your work environment.

The down draft system is highly efficient and superior in comparison to overhead ceiling mounted systems. It even suctions fumes and chemical particles from the surrounding environment.

All our Fume Busters can be converted later into a **vented system** if needed, at low cost.

---

4” Conversion kit
Vented to charcoal
SKU: FBVC6

4” Conversion kit
Vented to charcoal
SKU: FBVC4
**Space Saver 19"**, charcoal filter  
SKU: FB19  
**Space Saver 19"**, vented  
SKU: FB19V

Fume Buster model  
**Space Saver 19"**

**Specifications**  
- Charcoal model  
- On casters for greater mobility  
- Spark-proof blower unit  
- 220 V, 2.6 Amps, 1/4 hp, 1 phase  
- 2 speed motor, 115 V, 3.8 Amps, 1/4 hp, 1 phase  
- Vented model available  
- Dimensions: 19" W x 18" D x 41" H

---

**Spray Booth**, charcoal filter  
SKU: LANDISCSB  
**Spray Booth**, vented  
SKU: LANDISSB

**Specifications**  
- 115 V  
- Dimensions: 25" W x 23" D x 24" H

---

**Fume Master**  
SKU: LANDISFM

**Specifications**  
- Dimensions: 24" W x 16" D x 29" H  
- Motor 115 V, 3.8 Amps, 1 hp, 1 phase

---

**Replacement filters for Fume Buster**

**Fume Buster 3"**, SKU: FB36C

- Charcoal filter (need 1) SKU: CHC
- Charcoal filter with wing (need 1) SKU: CHCAILE
- Replacement charcoal (need 1) SKU: CNS188
- Prefilter (need 2) SKU: SC4016202

**Fume Buster 4"**, SKU: FB48C

- Charcoal filter (need 1) SKU: CHC
- Charcoal filter with wing (need 1) SKU: CHCAILE
- Replacement charcoal (need 1) SKU: CNS188
- Prefilter (need 2) SKU: SC4016202

**Fume Buster 5"**, SKU: FB60C & Fume Buster 5"*, double fan, SKU: FBUCC

- Charcoal filter (need 2) SKU: CHC
- Charcoal filter with wing (need 1) SKU: CHCAILE
- Replacement charcoal (need 2) SKU: CNS188
- Prefilter (need 3) SKU: SC4016202

**Fume Buster 92"**, SKU: FBSP92

- Charcoal filter (need 2) SKU: CHC
- Charcoal filter with wing (need 2) SKU: CHCAILE
- Replacement charcoal (need 2) SKU: CNS188
- Prefilter (need 4) SKU: SC4016202

---

**Charcoal filter** <

**Charcoal bag** 25 lbs. (need 1) SKU: CNS188

**Charcoal filter** (need 1) SKU: CHC

**Prefilter** (need 1) SKU: SC401312162

**Charcoal Filter for Fume Master**

- Charcoal Filter for Fume Master SKU: FCAFB

---

**Charcoal Filter for Spray Booth**

- Front Protection Filter 20-1/2" x 20-1/2" x 1"  
SKU: G8PM400499
- Top Protection Filter 10" x 21-1/4" x 1"  
SKU: PPM2000249
- Charcoal Filter for Spray Booth SKU: FCFT

---

**Charcoal Filter for Fume Master**

- Charcoal filter for Fume Master SKU: FCAFB

---

**Replacement Charcoal Filter for Fume Master**

- Charcoal Filter for Fume Master SKU: FCAFB

---

**Replacement filters for Spray Booth**

- Front Protection Filter 20-1/2" x 20-1/2" x 1"  
SKU: G8PM400499
- Top Protection Filter 10" x 21-1/4" x 1"  
SKU: PPM2000249
- Charcoal Filter for Spray Booth SKU: FCFT

---

**Replacement filters for Fume Master**

- Prefilter (need 1) SKU: CHC
- Charcoal bag 25 lbs. (need 1) SKU: CNS188
- Prefilter (need 1) SKU: SC401312162
- Bag of 25 lbs.
Heat Activator
SKU: LANDISHA

Specifications
• 6 x 250 Watts lights
• Timer
• 115 V
• Dimensions: 21" W x 16" D x 28-1/2" H

Ultra 90 Bunion Stretcher
SKU: ULTRA90

Specifications
• For a uniform groove around the sole edge
• Adjustable edge and depth guide
• High speed motor with foot switch
• 115 V

Bench Trimmer
SKU: LANDISBT

Specifications
• For a uniform groove around the sole edge
• Adjustable edge and depth guide
• High speed motor with foot switch
• 115 V

Heat Activator Lamp
SKU: LFC

Twice as Sharp Scissors Sharpening System
SKU: ACA1

Specifications
• 115 V
• Sharpens 20 to 30 scissors per hour

Landis Boot Jack
SKU: 6025400002

Specifications
• Set of 6 lasts

Get a maximum of stability.

Bench Top Electric Groover
SKU: LANDSEG

Specifications
• 115 V

Universal Naumkeag
SKU: NAUMKEGLAN

Specifications
• 115 V

Channeling Machine Model 15
SKU: CM15

Specifications
• 115 V

Landis Hot Nail
SKU: LANDISHN

Specifications
• 115 V

Hot Nail Electrodes
SKU: TNCC

Complete Hot Nail Handle
SKU: MCCC

Bench Top

Get a maximum

of stability.

A measurement
tool all in one.
Accurate and
inexpensive.

MEASURING ELEVATION TOOLS

ORTHOPEDIC

Features
• Check the elevation of the brace and determine compliance heel center
• Check the elevation of the brace and determine compliance heel center
• Calculate the height of hammer toes in the case of custom shoes
• Measuring the thickness of a material

Double Depth Gauge for Elevation
SKU: OD2

Features
• Compare orthotics two feet simultaneously
• Calculate the height of hammer toes in the case of custom shoes
• Measuring the thickness of a material

Depth Gauge for Elevation
SKU: OD1

Features
• Check the elevation of the brace and determine compliance heel center
• Calculate the height of hammer toes in the case of custom shoes
• Measuring the thickness of a material
CAST CUTTER SAW

OSCIMED 2000 Cast Cutter Saw
SKU: OSC201

Specifications
- This plaster saw is driven by a quiet brushless motor of 100 W
- Ergonomic, modern shape
- Small and light weight for single handed use
- Instant blade lock nut without any tool
- Adjustable blade guide and cutting depth gauge
- Anti-noise blades
- Low noise level at 62-64 dBA
- OSCIMED 2000 is delivered in a carrying case

OSCIMED ERGO II Cast Cutter Saw
SKU: OSCERGOS

Specifications:
- Rated power: 180 Watts
- Length of the saw body: 230 mm
- Effective diameter: 58 mm
- Weight without power supply: 860 gr.
- Speed of motor rotation: 14’500 rev/min
- Low noise level of 62-64 dBA
- Length of power supply cable: 1.10 m
- Length of the cable 24 VDC: 3.00 m

OSCIMED ERGO II is a compact, lightweight plaster saw ergonomically shaped to enable precision work without any effort, even with only one hand. OSCIMED ERGO II is robustly built and equipped with a cooling fan for intensive use without overheating.

The device is powered by a safe low voltage of 24 Volts.

The instant blade lock nut without any tool system is handy and avoid hurting oneself.

OSCIMED ERGO II is delivered in a carrying case.

Scarpavapor Brushes Accessories

- PVC brush SKU: RIP5181
- Brass brush SKU: RIP5184
- Nylon brush SKU: RIP5182
- Round PVC brush SKU: RIP5186
- Steel brush SKU: RIP5185
- Hair brush SKU: RIP5183

Scarpavapor Accessories

- Shoe holder SKU: RIP7002
- Steam extension gun SKU: RIP2007
- Gasket safety cap SKU: COD0109
- Empty bottle for Scarpa liquid SKU: COP2001
- Microfibre cloth SKU: CVK58
- Empty bottle for Scarpa liquid SKU: K2
- Detergent, to dilute 1:10, 50 L SKU: RIP1482
- Detergent, not to dilute, 10 kg SKU: RIP1479
- Detergent, pre-washing, not to dilute, 10 kg SKU: RIP1480
- Dirty water collection tank SKU: RIP2008

Scarpavapor
SKU: SCARPA110
110 V

Scarpavapor
SKU: SCARPA220
220 V

Specifications:
- Hot air temperature: 38 °C (100.5 °F)
- Steam pressure: 72.5 psi
- Steam temperature: 75 °C
- Boiler power: 2000 W
- Boiler: 3 L
- Dimensions: 13-1/2” (330 mm) W x 14-1/2” (356 mm) D x 59” (1499 mm) H
- Net weight: 33 kg (73 lbs.)
STRETCHERS

Shoe Stretcher
Model compact
SKU: COMPACT

Features
• Ideal for smaller workshop stretch shoes
• Positive widening and lengthening action
• Right and left lasts to conform to right and left foot
• Adjustable heel block to keep stretching where you need it
• 14 attachments to make the system the most efficient

Shoe Stretcher
Model Ultra 80
SKU: ULTRA80

Features
• Ideal to stretch shoes
• Positive widening and lengthening action
• Right and left lasts to conform to right and left foot
• Adjustable heel block to keep stretching where you need it
• 26 attachments to make the system the most efficient

Boot & Shoe Stretcher
Model Ultra 80L
SKU: ULTRA80L

Features
• Ideal to stretch boots & shoes
• Positive widening and lengthening action
• Right and left lasts to conform to right and left foot
• Adjustable heel block to keep stretching where you need it
• 26 attachments to make the system the most efficient

Electric Boot & Shoe Stretcher
Model Ultra 80EL
SKU: ULTRA80EL

Features
• Everything you need to do a perfect job in stretching high boots
• With heating elements to speed up the stretching
• It swivels back for easy insert of high boots
• The adjustable heel block is used to keep boot tight
• Boot and shoe stretcher not recommended for lengthening action due to excessive strain on long legs
• 28 parts and accessories to make the system the most effective and versatile system

Specification
• 115 V

Option
• 230 V

Skate Stretcher
Model Ultra 80LH
SKU: ULTRA80LH

Features
• Ideal to stretch skates
• Positive widening and lengthening action
• Right and left lasts to conform to right and left foot
• Adjustable heel block to keep stretching where you need it
• 26 attachments to make the system the most efficient

Manual Boot Stretcher
SKU: EMAB

Features
• Ideal to stretch skates
• Positive widening and lengthening action
• Right and left lasts to conform to right and left foot
• Adjustable heel block to keep stretching where you need it
• 26 attachments to make the system the most efficient

Electric Calf Stretcher
Model Ultra 70E
SKU: ULTRA70E

Specifications
• 115 V
• Dimensions: 5” W x 23” D x 13” H

Option
• 230 V

The Boot Expander is exceptionally well built to safely widen boot legs.

Call Stretcher
Model Ultra 70
SKU: ULTRA70

Specification
• Dimensions: 5” W x 23” D x 9” H

Electric Call Stretcher
Model Ultra 70E
SKU: ULTRA70E

Specifications
• 115 V
• Dimensions: 5” W x 23” D x 9” H

Option
• 230 V
5 in 1 Leather and Plastic Cutter
SKU: LC51 (new)
SKU: LANDIS25S (rebuilt)

5 in 1 leather and plastic cutter is one of the most useful tools for any shop. It’s a welt roller, a sole cutter, a heel trimmer, an edge beveler and a skiver all in one unique machine.

* Optional height extender base is available.

Maxi Cutter Leather and Plastic Cutter
SKU: CC11

The maxi cutter with extra long 10” throat is the perfect long arm cutter for orthopedic work. Comes with an adjustable measuring guide, helps to cut strips faster!

* Optional height extender base is available.

Mini Cutter Leather and Plastic Cutter
SKU: MC4

With a 4” throat, the mini cutter is perfect for orthopedic work. It can be table mounted as shown.

* Additional height extender base is available.

Base for Plastic and Leather Cutter

Adjustable base for plastic and leather cutter
SKU: CC11STAND

Fix 12” base for plastic and leather cutter
SKU: CC11STANDADJ

Skiver knife 1-3/4”
SKU: FS14B for Landis model 25

Flat blade for skiver OBE
SKU: BEU46 for 5 in 1

Landis knife guard
SKU: CSW107

Sole trimmer knife,
Upper Shaft
SKU: CSW106

Lands 25

Sole cutter feed wheel,
lower shaft
SKU: CSW109

Sole trimmer knife
SKU: FP102

Lands 24H & Champion

Sole cutter feed wheel,
lower shaft
SKU: CSW109

Sole cutter knife
SKU: BEU70

Rodi 61

Feed wheel SKU: MCT55

Sole cutter knife,
Lower Shaft
(1-13/32” bore)
SKU: A110

Landis sole cutter,
Combination (Old Style)

Feeder wheel upper shaft SKU: A109

Sole cutter knife,
lower shaft
(15/32” bore)
SKU: A2110

19, 20, 21 & 22
Sole Cutters

Feed wheel upper shaft SKU: C108

Blade’s wrench for MC4,
CC1 & Rodi 61
SKU: MC4T

26 Sole Cutters

Sole cutter knife,
Upper Shaft
SKU: C108

Landis knife
SKU: C108

Sole cutter work support roll SKU: CSW110
N-4 Eyelet Machine
SKU: N42G

Opt for a starter kit and take advantage of great rates.

Features
• Throat 4-1/2"

Specifications
• Dimensions: 3" W x 10-1/2" D x 11-1/2" H
• Net weight: 10 lbs.
• Shipping weight: 13 lbs.

SKU: N4KIT
• Include (1) N42G eyelet machine, (1) #54, (1) #52, (1) #51, eyelet die & (1) GH10 skate hook die
• Include (1) N42G eyelet machine, (1) R33, (1) R34 & (1) R36 rivets die

R4 Revolving Machine
SKU: INDEX

All tools are ready for work. Quick adjustment of the turrets for the tool you desire.

Specifications
• (9) sets of eyelet dies (small, medium and large)
• (4) large size snaps and dies
• (3) punches and anvil set
• Net weight: 17 lbs.

SKU: N4SKIT
• Include (1) N42G eyelet machine, (1) #54 or AA, SKU: 1054
• Include (1) #52 or OO, SKU: 1252
• Include (1) #51 or Klondike, SKU: 1351
• Include (1) #50 or Klondike, SKU: 1450

Shoe eyelet die
• #54 or AA, SKU: 1054
• #52 or OO, SKU: 1252
• #51 or Klondike, SKU: 1351
• #50 or Klondike, SKU: 1450

Snap die (4 pieces)
• Snap 1/2”, SKU: O80
• Snap 5/8”, SKU: O95

Speed rivet die
• #33, SKU: R33
• #34, SKU: R3412
• #36, SKU: R36

Skate hook die
• Small, SKU: GH8
• Small/Med, SKU: GH9
• Large, SKU: GH10
• Extra-Large, SKU: GH12

Steel anvil
SKU: BASEA

Leather punch
• 1 mm, SKU: PC10
• 2 mm, SKU: PC20
• 2.5 mm, SKU: PC25
• 3 mm, SKU: PC30
• 3.5 mm, SKU: PC35
• 4 mm, SKU: PC40
• 4.5 mm, SKU: PC45
• 5 mm, SKU: PC50
• 5.5 mm, SKU: PC55
• 6 mm, SKU: PC60
• 7 mm, SKU: PC70
• 8 mm, SKU: PC80
• 9 mm, SKU: PC90
• 10 mm, SKU: PC100
• 11 mm, SKU: PC110
• 12 mm, SKU: PC120

Brass anvil
SKU: BASE

Grommet or sheet die
• #00, SKU: S00
• #0, SKU: S0
• #1, SKU: S1
• #2, SKU: S2
• #3, SKU: S3

Plunger N4 model tige
SKU: PN4T
Claes 20 regular bobbin, head only
SKU: 834620
Claes 30 large bobbin, head only
SKU: 834630

Features
• Long, slender lower arm reaches to the very end of most open end shoes
• Stitches on heavy material
• Sews in all directions
• 19-1/2” (495 mm) arm length
• Bobbin winder with automatic release
• Up to 150 stitches per minute
• 0” - 1/4” stitch length
• Sews up to 1/2” thickness

Specifications
• Dimensions:
  34” (864 mm) W x 16” [407 mm] D x 33” (838 mm) H
• Net weight: 79 lbs. (head only)
• Crated weight: 125 lbs. (head only)
• Voltage: 115 V

Optional
• Slide on work table
• Sit down or stand up motorized stand

Wooden table for Claes 20
SKU: 834540002
Wooden table for Claes 30
SKU: 834540003

Foot Switch with Wire
SKU: 893100000

Sit down
Stand with servo motor
SKU: CLSERVOSIT

Specification
• Dimensions:
  24” W x 15” D x 28” H

Stand up
Stand with servo motor
SKU: CLSERVOSUP

Specification
• Dimensions:
  24” W x 15” D x 38” H

Needles for Claes 30 #88 (pack of 10)
100/2 SKU: 882
110/5 SKU: 883
120/4 SKU: 884
130/5 SKU: 885
150/6 SKU: 886
170/7 SKU: 887
190/8 SKU: 888

Needles for Claes 10 & 20 #81 (pack of 10)
90/14 SKU: 811
100/2 SKU: 812
110/3 SKU: 813
120/4 SKU: 814
130/5 SKU: 815
140/6 SKU: 816
160/7 SKU: 817

Needle bar for Claes model 10 & 20
SKU: 834612014

Needle bar for Claes model 30
SKU: 834612015

Needle clamp for Claes model 20
SKU: 83452019

Needle clamp for Claes model 30
SKU: 83452022

Needle plate for Claes model 20
SKU: 834613017

Needle plate for Claes model 30
SKU: 834613018

Spring shuttle for Claes model 20 & 30
SKU: 84002851

Shuttle spring screws for Claes model 20 & 30
SKU: 84022878

Pressure foot tension bar
SKU: 834611011

Presser foot lifter holding block
SKU: 834614009

Claes needle bar tension release fork
SKU: 834614011

Driver screw for Claes model 10 & 20
SKU: AM25X5DIN965

Claes presser foot lift handle
SKU: 834614051

Complete tension
SKU: 834614053

Needle screw
SKU: AL199B2

Pressure foot screws
SKU: AL1928

Stand up
Stand with servo motor
SKU: CLSERVOSUP

Specification
• Dimensions:
  24” W x 15” D x 38” H

Stand up
Stand with servo motor
SKU: CLSERVOSIT

Specification
• Dimensions:
  24” W x 15” D x 28” H

www.landisinternational.ca
**CLAES PARTS**

### Orthopedic & Shoe Repair

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Description</th>
<th>SKU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressor foot coarse teeth</td>
<td>20037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressor foot fine teeth</td>
<td>20037F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle driver for Claes model 20</td>
<td>200715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle driver for Claes model 30</td>
<td>200716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle for Claes model 20</td>
<td>84022807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuttle for Claes model 30</td>
<td>84022808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobbin for Claes model 20</td>
<td>84003321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobbin for Claes model 30</td>
<td>84003324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Take up spring for Claes 20 &amp; 30</td>
<td>200552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread tension post for Claes</td>
<td>200641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobbin winder rubber Claes</td>
<td>200912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire threader</td>
<td>200121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver screws for Claes 20</td>
<td>AL3126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread tension adjusting nut</td>
<td>AI7598</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sewing Machines

#### Flat Bed Machines

- Flat bed sewing machine with a 30" throat and walking foot
  - SKU: LANDIS206L
- Flat bed compound feed, heavy duty lockstitch sewing machine, throat 30", extra-large bobbin
  - SKU: LANDIS1245L

#### Patching Machines

- Patching machine TK29-71, regular bobbin, short arm
  - SKU: LANDIS2971
- Patching machine, TK29-73 regular bobbin, long arm
  - SKU: LANDIS2973
- Patching machine TK29-72, large bobbin, long arm
  - SKU: LANDIS2972

#### Flat Bed Machines

- Flat bed sewing machine with walking foot
  - SKU: LANDIS206

#### Economic Stand

- Economic stand 15" x 26", motor vario stop sold without sewing machine
  - SKU: TE

#### Skiving Machine

- Leather Skiving machine w/table and motor
  - SKU: LANDIS801
**Sewing Machines**

**Post Machines**
- Post sewing machine with double wheel and needle feeding  
  SKU: LANDIS591
- Post with double wheel and needle feeding  
  SKU: LANDIS1247
- Lands 51, Post roller foot, reverse  
  SKU: LANDIS51

**Free Arm Machines**
- Free Arm heavy duty sewing machine, walking foot with reverse  
  SKU: LANDIS205
- Free Arm sewing machine with walking foot  
  SKU: LANDIS335

**Stand for TK335**
- Stand with servo motor for TK335  
  SKU: CLSERSV01TK335
  Specification
  - Dimensions (stand only): 29" W x 15" D x 28" H

**Needles**

- Needles for Landis 12 stitcher (pack of 10)
  - #43, SKU: 1245
  - #47, SKU: 1247
  - #50, SKU: 1250

- Needles for Rapid E stitcher (pack of 10)
  - #41, SKU: 31741
  - #43, SKU: 31743
  - #45, SKU: 31745
  - #47, SKU: 31747

- Needles for TK or Supreme 17, 51 & 59 (pack of 10)
  - 134R 11/75, SKU: 13411R
  - 134R 12/80, SKU: 13412R
  - 134R 14/90, SKU: 13414R
  - 134R 16/100, SKU: 13416R

- Needles for TK or Supreme 206 & 881 (pack of 10)
  - 134R 18/110, SKU: 13418R
  - 134R 20/125, SKU: 13420R

- Needles for TK or Supreme 24/180, SKU: 13424R

- Needles for Adler large bobbin (pack of 10)
  - 100 / 16, SKU: 332100
  - 110 / 18, SKU: 332110
  - 120 / 19, SKU: 332120

- Needles for TK or Supreme 24/180, SKU: 332180

- Needles for TK or Supreme 25/200, SKU: 332190

- Needles for TK or Supreme 17, 51 & 59 (pack of 10)
  - 135 7, 14/90, SKU: 1351714
  - 135 7, 16/100, SKU: 1351716
  - 135 7, 18/110, SKU: 1351718
  - 135 7, 19/120, SKU: 1351719

- Needles for TK or Supreme 335 (pack of 10)
  - 135 7 24/180, SKU: 1351724
  - 135 7 25/200, SKU: 1351725
**POLISHING WHEELS**

**8” x 2”, Brown horsehair brush**
SKU: P7141
8” x 2”, Brown horsehair brush on bayonet fitting
SKU: SU1210364 for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

**8” x 2”, Black horsehair brush**
SKU: P7142
8” x 2”, Black horsehair brush on bayonet fitting
SKU: SU1210363 for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

**6.5” x 2”, Leather burnisher straight**
SKU: LBS
Leather burnisher on bayonet fitting
SKU: SU121095S for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

**7” x 2”, Leather burnisher curved**
SKU: LBC
Leather burnisher on bayonet fitting
SKU: SU121095S for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

**8” x 2”, Horsehair brush & leather burnisher on bayonet fitting**
SKU: SU1210362 for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

**6” x 2”, Welt cleaning brush**
SKU: ST6
6” x 2”, Welt cleaning brush on bayonet fitting
SKU: SU1210369 for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

**30 x 130 mm, nylon brush**
SKU: PBN
for Power

**240 x 40 mm, Brown horsehair brush**
SKU: PB8
for Power Finisher

**240 x 40 mm, Brown horsehair brush**
SKU: PBBL
for Power Finisher

**9”, Brown horsehair brush**
SKU: P10184
for Master finisher

**9”, Black horsehair brush**
SKU: P10183
for Master finisher

**9”, Neutral horsehair brush**
SKU: P10185
for Master finisher

**6” x 2”, 1-5/16” Hole, nylon brush**
SKU: 646N for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

**240 x 40 mm, Brown horsehair brush**
SKU: PB8
for Power Finisher

**240 x 40 mm, Brown horsehair brush**
SKU: PBBL
for Power Finisher

**9”, Brown horsehair brush**
SKU: P10184
for Master finisher

**9”, Black horsehair brush**
SKU: P10183
for Master finisher

**9”, Neutral horsehair brush**
SKU: P10185
for Master finisher

**8” x 2”, Yarn brush**
SKU: SU12097753
8” x 2”, Yarn brush on bayonet fitting
SKU: SU1210361 for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

**8” x 2”, Laminated cloth wheel**
SKU: SU1201684
8” x 2”, Laminated cloth wheel on bayonet fitting
SKU: SU1210368 for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

**8” x 2”, Laminated cloth wheel**
SKU: PCL102 for Master Finisher

**8” x 2”, Laminated cloth wheel**
SKU: PBBR for Power Finisher

**8” x 2”, Felt burnisher**
SKU: FB8
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

**8” x 2”, Felt burnisher**
SKU: FB5
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

**8” x 2”, Laminated cloth wheel**
SKU: SU1210364
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

**Cloth wheel 240 mm x 40 mm**
SKU: P10182 for Master Finisher

**Refs for Pol-Fix wheel (pack of 10)**
SKU: 86111992

**Laminated cloth wheel 8” x 2”**
SKU: SU12101684
Laminated cloth wheel 8” x 2” on bayonet
SKU: SU1210368 for Landis, Sutton, Supreme
**ORTHOPEDIC & SHOE REPAIR**

**SANDING WHEELS**

- **5” Flat felt sanding wheel**
  - SKU: FS1385
  - Need 1 Set of 2 cams
  - 5” x 1-3/8” Flat felt sanding wheel on bayonet fitting
  - SKU: SU1210375 for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

- **2-1/2” FS sanding wheel**
  - SKU: FS2125
  - Need 1 Set of 2 cams
  - 5” x 2-1/2” FS sanding wheel on bayonet fitting
  - SKU: SU1210371 for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

- **4-1/2” Bottom sander**
  - SKU: BS412
  - Need 1 Set of 2 cams
  - 4-1/2” Bottom sander on bayonet fitting
  - SKU: SU1210372 for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

- **1” x 6” Hard scotch brite wheel**
  - SKU: SU1207189
  - for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

- **8” x 1” Hard scotch brite wheel**
  - SKU: SU1200429
  - for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

- **8” x 2” Hard scotch brite wheel**
  - SKU: SU1200430
  - for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

- **Lamel scotch brite wheel, left side only, M16 thread**
  - 3-3/4” x 2”, (100 x 50 mm)
  - SKU: 86381098

- **Lamel scotch brite wheel, right side only, thread M16**
  - 3-3/4” x 2”, (100 x 50 mm)
  - SKU: 8638109858

- **Wire brush only**
  - SKU: SU1209756
  - 5” Wire brush on bayonet fitting
  - SKU: SU1210346 for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

- **Rubber wheel mini belt**
  - SKU: 164703670 for Power Finisher

- **Rubber wheel 1” x 1-3/4”**
  - 3/4” hole
  - SKU: 134134 for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

- **Wire brush 1-1/2” x 5/16”**
  - SKU: P3868

- **5” x 1/2”, Bore 1-5/16” wire brush**
  - SKU: BA212

- **Sanding disc 12” Diameter**
  - SKU: DS12

- **Sanding paper 12” Diameter, 80 grit**
  - SKU: DS1280

- **Rubber wheel 1” x 1-3/4”**
  - 3/4” hole
  - SKU: 134134 for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master
CONTACT & RUBBER WHEELS

6" x 4", Expanding wheel
SKU: TW42
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

2" x 7", Expanding wheel
SKU: TW27
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

4" x 3", Expanding wheel
SKU: 31786
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

4" x 3", Bore 1-1/4", Expanding wheel
SKU: 317863
Expanding wheel on bayonet
SKU: 3178638
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

4" x 3", Rubber wheel
SKU: 31786
Rubber wheel on bayonet
SKU: 317868
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

1" x 3", Rubber wheel on bayonet
SKU: 317868L560
for L 560

4" x 7", Felt contact wheel
SKU: SU1200422
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

1-9/16", Felt contact wheel
SKU: SU1200421
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

4", Felt contact wheel
SKU: P3839
for Jack Master

4", Felt contact wheel
SKU: SU1200422L560
for L 560

3" X 5", Binder wheel
SKU: 1200422L560
for L 460 & L 560

6"X 3", Wood & felt contact wheel
SKU: 140375082
for Power & Master Finisher

1" x 1-3/4", 180 grit Spira band
SKU: 1134180

4" x 3", Expanding wheel
on bayonet
SKU: SU1210289
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

1-1/2" X 5", Binder wheel
SKU: RF1125R
for L 460 & L 560

6" X 3", Wood & felt contact wheel
SKU: SU1200422L560
for L 560

4" X 3", Expanding wheel
on bayonet
SKU: SU1210289
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

4" X 5", Binder wheel
SKU: 134134
for Supreme & Sutton

3" X 5", Binder wheel
SKU: 134134
for Supreme & Sutton

4" x 7", Expanding wheel
SKU: TW42
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

1-9/16", Felt contact wheel
SKU: SU1200421R
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

1-9/16", Felt contact wheel
SKU: SU1200421R
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

2" x 7", Expanding wheel
SKU: TW27
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

4", Contact wheel
SKU: SU1200422L560
for L 560

3" X 5", Binder wheel
SKU: RF1125R
for L 460 & L 560

6" X 3", Wood & felt contact wheel
SKU: 140375082
for Power & Master Finisher

1" x 1-3/4", 180 grit Spira band
SKU: 1134180

4" x 7", Expanding wheel
SKU: TW42
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton and Jack Master

1-9/16", Felt contact wheel
SKU: SU1200421
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

1-9/16", Felt contact wheel
SKU: SU1200421R
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton
ORTHOEDIC & SHOE REPAIR

NEW
Bayonet fitting with chuck drill 1/2”
SKU: SU1210990
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton or Auto Sole

NEW
Bayonet taper with chuck drill 1/2”
SKU: CD128B
for DUALMGVS2, MGVS2 & SUPERMINI2

NEW
Bayonet taper female
SKU: M7591ATP
for MGVS2

NEW
Bayonet filete 1/2-13
SKU: SU12071821213
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
Bayonet fitting for heel breaster
SKU: SU1207179
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
Chuck drill on bayonet 12”
SKU: CD128
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
Bayonet MGVS for A163
SKU: TSF31213A163
for Auto Sole, DUALMGPS34, DUALMGVS, MGVS or MGPS34

NEW
Bayonet taper with chuck drill 1/2”
SKU: CD128B
for DUALMGVS2, MGVS2 & SUPERMINI2

NEW
Bayonet for Trautman tools 3”, 1/2-13
SKU: TSF32213
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
US tapered female bayonet with threaded extension, thread 1/2-13
SKU: SU1210991
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
US tapered male bayonet 11” (279 mm)
SKU: SU1207182
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
Bayonet fitting for wheel 317863
SKU: AFRRC2
for MGPS34 ou DUALMGPS34

NEW
Fixed bayonet for wheel 317863
SKU: AFRRC2
for MGPS34 ou DUALMGPS34

NEW
Bayonet filete 1/2-13
SKU: SU12071821213
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
Bayonet taper female
SKU: M7591ATP
for MGVS2

NEW
Bayonet for Trautman tools 3”, 1/2-13
SKU: TSF32213
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
US tapered female bayonet
SKU: SU1207193
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
US tapered male bayonet
SKU: SU1207182
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
Bayonet fitting with chuck drill 1/2”
SKU: SU1210990
for Landis, Supreme, Sutton or Auto Sole

NEW
Bayonet for Trautman tools 3”, 1/2-13
SKU: TSF32213
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
US tapered male bayonet
SKU: SU1207182
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
US tapered male bayonet
SKU: SU1207182
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
Bayonet filete 1/2-13
SKU: SU12071821213
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
Spanner wrench required with all Landis, Supreme or Sutton bayonets
SKU: CCL

Quick change fittings Tool

Orthopedic & Shoe Repair

NEW
Bayonet taper with chuck drill 1/2”
SKU: CD128B
for DUALMGVS2, MGVS2 & SUPERMINI2

NEW
Bayonet MGVS for A163
SKU: TSF31213A163
for Auto Sole, DUALMGPS34, DUALMGVS, MGVS or MGPS34

NEW
US tapered male bayonet
SKU: M7591ATP
for MGVS2

NEW
Bayonet taper with chuck drill 1/2”
SKU: CD128B
for DUALMGVS2, MGVS2 & SUPERMINI2

NEW
Bayonet taper with chuck drill 1/2”
SKU: CD128B
for DUALMGVS2, MGVS2 & SUPERMINI2

NEW
Bayonet thread with threaded extension, thread 1/2-13
SKU: SU1210991
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
US tapered male bayonet
SKU: SU1207182
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
US tapered male bayonet
SKU: SU1207182
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
Bayonet filete 1/2-13
SKU: SU12071821213
for Landis, Supreme or Sutton

NEW
Spanner wrench required with all Landis, Supreme or Sutton bayonets
SKU: CCL

Quick change fittings Tool
**HEELED BREASTERS & NAUMKEAG HEADS**

- **Naumkeag head complete**
  - 1/2" shaft
  - SKU: ANC12

- **Naumkeag head complete**
  - 3/8" shaft
  - SKU: ANC38

- **Naumkeag head on bayonet fitting**
  - SKU: SU1210379

- **Cone on bayonet fitting, 50 mm**
  - SKU: SU1210382

- **U.S. Diamond heel breaster**
  - 40/50 grit
  - SKU: CDAS

- **Diamond heel breaster**
  - 40/50 grit, 50 mm
  - SKU: CD50

- **Heel breaster left no groove**
  - SKU: CALH2

- **Heel breaster right no groove**
  - SKU: CARH2

- **Heel breaster no groove on bayonet fitting**
  - SKU: SU12103812

**HAND TOOLS**

- **French shoe hammer**
  - SKU: MFO

- **Shoe store hammer**
  - SKU: SSH

- **Popular magnetic hammer**
  - SKU: OS222

- **Magnetic tack hammer**
  - SKU: OSMTBA

- **Drive tack puller poly handle**
  - SKU: DTP

- **Tack puller curved end**
  - SKU: TPCE

- **Automatic Awl**
  - SKU: OS413

- **Self centering punch set**
  - SKU: K156

- **Heavy revolving punch**
  - SKU: OS15507

- **Revolving punch**
  - SKU: OS223

- **Lasting pliers**
  - SKU: OS233

- **Pincer**
  - SKU: OS93

- **Heavy duty leather shears**
  - SKU: OS437

- **Scissors**
  - 8" right hand
  - SKU: 4558RH

- **Scissors**
  - 8" left hand
  - SKU: 4558LH

- **Osborn scissors**
  - SKU: OS708

- **Scissors**
  - 8" right hand
  - SKU: 4558RH
HEEL & SOLE TRIMMERS

Carbide sole cutter
#36, SKU: CCS36

Carbide cutter #36
#36, SKU: CCT336

Carbide heel cutter
#16, SKU: CCT16

Heel & sole trimmer
#36, SKU: A00036

Sole cutter European finishers
2 mm, SKU: 202000206
2.5 mm, SKU: 202000250
3 mm, SKU: 202000303
3.5 mm, SKU: 202000350
4 mm, SKU: 202000400
5 mm, SKU: 202000508
6 mm, SKU: 202000600
7 mm, SKU: 202000702
8 mm, SKU: 202000800
9 mm, SKU: 202000907
10 mm, SKU: 202001000
12 mm, SKU: 202001200
14 mm, SKU: 202001400

Heel cutter
#12, SKU: A13012
#14, SKU: A13014
#16, SKU: A13016
#18, SKU: A13018

Sole trimmer
#2, SKU: B3732
#4, SKU: B3734
#6, SKU: B3736
#8, SKU: B3738
#10, SKU: B37310
#12, SKU: B37312
#14, SKU: B37314
#16, SKU: B37316
#18, SKU: B37318
#20, SKU: B37320
#22, SKU: B37322
#23, SKU: B37323
#24, SKU: B37324
#26, SKU: B37326
#28, SKU: B37328
#30, SKU: B37330
#36, SKU: B37336

Sole cutter California style, European finishers
2 mm, SKU: 20200020C
2.5 mm, SKU: 20200025C
3 mm, SKU: 20200030C
3.5 mm, SKU: 20200035C
4 mm, SKU: 20200040C
4.5 mm, SKU: 20200045C
5 mm, SKU: 20200050C
6 mm, SKU: 20200060C
8 mm, SKU: 20200080C
9 mm, SKU: 20200090C

Carbide groover trimmer knife
SKU: 202070018

Micro groover collar
SKU: SU9720103
Shaft micro groover with collar
SKU: SU9720104

Plain shield
#6, 44 mm, SKU: F3306
#7, 44 mm, SKU: F3307
#8, 44.5 mm, SKU: F3308
#9, 45 mm, SKU: F3309
#10, 45 mm, SKU: F33110
#11, 46 mm, SKU: F33111
#12, 46.5 mm, SKU: F33112
#13, 47 mm, SKU: F33113
#14, 47.5 mm, SKU: F33114
#15, 48 mm, SKU: F33115
#16, 49 mm, SKU: F33116
#17, 49.5 mm, SKU: F33117
#18, 50 mm, SKU: F33118

Sole trimmer
SKU: TMSRA

Trimmer shield stationary for heel trimmer
SKU: GLS

Groover trimmer knife
SKU: CGT

Groover trimmer knife & shaft assembly
SKU: CGTCOM

Shaft micro groover with collar
SKU: PU319C

Shaft micro groover with collar for Power
Available in steel or carbide
SKU: PU319

Power stone trimmer sharpener
SKU: PSTS

Sharpening stone for trimmer
1/2", SKU: MT12
3/4", SKU: MT34

Electric groover knife adapter
SKU: ACGE

Electric groover blade
SKU: SU7109015

Trimmer screw
SKU: BS102220

Carbide groover trimmer knife
SKU: 202070018

Power stone trimmer sharpener
SKU: PSTS

Sharpening stone for trimmer
1/2", SKU: MT12
3/4", SKU: MT34
POWER & MASTER FINISHER PARTS

Sanding belt motor, 220 Volts, 1 Ph, 1.5 HP SKU: 5990015 for Power

Sanding belt motor 220 Volts, 3 Ph SKU: 5990010 for Power

Complete sanding binder assembly left, for 40 mm SKU: 132004178

Complete sanding binder assembly right, for 75 mm SKU: 132004179

Contact wheel assembly 75 mm SKU: 132004160 for Power

Contact wheel assembly long hub, 40 mm SKU: 132004000 for Master Finisher

Driving pulley SKU: P10479 for Master Finisher

Belt tracking pivot assembly SKU: M10358A for Master Finisher

Belt tracking hanger SKU: M10347

Belt tension hook SKU: M10339 for Master Finisher

Press pad SKU: 146634201 for Power

Belt tracking retainer weldment SKU: M10357

Belt tracking pivot assembly SKU: M10358A for Master Finisher

Heel trimmer guide & screw SKU: 148010130

Female Adaptor SKU: M10330A for Master Finisher

Naumkeag pad 80 grit, SKU: PN80A 100 grit, SKU: PN100A 120 grit, SKU: PN120A 150 grit, SKU: PN150A

Naumkeag pad 80 grit, SKU: PN80 100 grit, SKU: PN100 120 grit, SKU: PN120 150 grit, SKU: PN150

Pressure spring sanding belt SKU: P11243 for Master Finisher

Breaster cone, 50 mm SKU: M10377 for Master Finisher

Belt tracking retainer weldment SKU: M10357

Belt tracking pivot assembly SKU: M10358A for Master Finisher

Sandpaper belts 3” x 59”,
24 grit, SKU: 35924A 100 grit, SKU: 359100A

Sandpaper belts 3” x 65”,
24 grit, SKU: 36524A 100 grit, SKU: 365100

Sandpaper belts 4” x 19”,
24 grit, SKU: 41924 40 grit, SKU: 41940A 100 grit, SKU: 419100A

Sandpaper belts 4” x 25”
24 grit, SKU: 2122540 40 grit, SKU: 2122540

Heel breaster cone, 50 mm SKU: HPSM 60 mm, SKU: HPLA 80 mm, SKU: HPAS

Sanding cone heel breaster 80 mm, 50 mm, SKU: HPSM 60 mm, SKU: HPLA 80 mm, SKU: HPAS

Sanding ring for mini rubber wheel 1” x 1-3/4”, SKU: 1134180

Sanding belt for mini belt 20 mm x 602 mm, 180 grit, SKU: 260180

Sanding belt for mini belt 20 mm x 602 mm, 180 grit, SKU: 260180

Sandpaper belts 4” x 42”
24 grit, SKU: 44224A 40 grit, SKU: 44240A 100 grit, SKU: 442100A

Sanding belts 40 mm x 1600 mm,
24 grit, SKU: 40165024A 100 grit, SKU: 401650100A

Sanding cones 4” x 42”
24 grit, SKU: 44224A 40 grit, SKU: 44240A 100 grit, SKU: 442100A

Sanding belts 4” x 19”
24 grit, SKU: 41924

Sanding sleeves 4” x 3”
24 grit, SKU: 493824 40 grit, SKU: 493840 100 grit, SKU: 4938100 120 grit, SKU: 4938120

Sanding belts 4” x 59”,
24 grit, SKU: 1125924A 40 grit, SKU: 1125940A 100 grit, SKU: 11259100A

Sanding belts 1-1/2” x 59”,
24 grit, SKU: 1125924A 40 grit, SKU: 1125940A 100 grit, SKU: 11259100A

Roll 2-1/2” x 25”,
40 grit, SKU: 2122540

Sanding rings for mini rubber wheel 1” x 1-3/4”, SKU: 1134180

Sanding belts 1-1/2” x 59”,
24 grit, SKU: 1125924A 40 grit, SKU: 1125940A 100 grit, SKU: 11259100A

Sanding belts 3” x 3”,
24 grit, SKU: 1125924A 40 grit, SKU: 1125940A 100 grit, SKU: 11259100A

Sanding belts 1-1/2” x 59”,
24 grit, SKU: 1125924A 40 grit, SKU: 1125940A 100 grit, SKU: 11259100A

Sanding belts 3” x 59”,
24 grit, SKU: 35924A 100 grit, SKU: 359100A

Sanding belts 3” x 59”,
24 grit, SKU: 35924A 100 grit, SKU: 359100A

Sanding ring for mini rubber wheel 1” x 1-3/4”, SKU: 1134180

Sanding belts 3” x 59”,
24 grit, SKU: 35924A 100 grit, SKU: 359100A

Sanding belts 3” x 59”,
24 grit, SKU: 35924A 100 grit, SKU: 359100A

Sanding rings for mini rubber wheel 1” x 1-3/4”, SKU: 1134180

Naumkeag pad 80 grit, SKU: PN80 100 grit, SKU: PN100 120 grit, SKU: PN120 150 grit, SKU: PN150

Naumkeag pad 80 grit, SKU: PN80 100 grit, SKU: PN100 120 grit, SKU: PN120 150 grit, SKU: PN150

Sanding cone heel breaster 80 mm, 50 mm, SKU: HPSM 60 mm, SKU: HPLA 80 mm, SKU: HPAS

Many more sizes and models are available, ask our sales team!
Landis International Dust bags

- Dust Bag for MGVS, MGVS2 & MGPS4 SKU: SPBGNS
- Dust Bag for L 100BL SKU: SP100BL
- Dust Bag for L 460 SKU: SP460
- Dust Bag for S 400 SKU: SP400
- Dust Bag for S 560 SKU: SP560
- Dust Bag for S 403 SKU: SP403
- Dust Bag for S 500 (need 1 SP5200) SKU: SP500
- Dust Bag for S 600H SKU: SP600H
- Dust Bag for S 602H SKU: SP602H
- Dust Bag for S 753 SKU: SP753
- Dust Bag for S 755 SKU: SP755
- Dust Bag for S 755G2 SKU: SP755G2
- Dust Bag for S 755XL SKU: SP755XL
- Dust Bag for S 755XLG2 SKU: SP755XLG2
- Dust Bag for S 2000 (set of 2) SKU: SP2000ULTRA
- Dust Bag for SR 250 SKU: SP1000C
- Dust Bag for SR 452 SKU: SP1000L
- Dust Bag for SR 652 SKU: SP1000M
- Dust Bag for SUPERMINI & SUPERMINI2 SKU: MINISPBG
- Dust Bag for P 500 SKU: SP220

Sutton Dust bags

- Dust Bag for Sutton 500 SKU: SU1300821
- Dust Bag for Sutton 750 SKU: SP750
- Dust Bag for Sutton 1000 & 1250 SKU: SP1000C, SP1000L or SP1000M
- Dust Bag for Sutton 2000 Long (6 needed) SKU: SP2000ULTRA
- Dust Bag for Sutton 1-8 SKU: SPB49473

Jack Master Dust bags

- Dust Bag for Jack Master SKU: P3803

Auto-Soler Dust bags

- Dust Bag for Master Finisher SKU: P11201
- Dust Bag for Time Master SKU: P7834

Other Dust bags

- Dust Bag for Power Finisher SKU: KITPOWERBAG or KITPOWERBAG2
- Dust Bag for Super Jet Finisher, left side SKU: 1705374
- Dust Bag for Stanley S 850-5900 SKU: P12701
- Dust Bag for American 500 Line Finisher SKU: 1705375
- Dust Bag for Super Jet Finisher, right side SKU: P5276
- Dust Bag for Champion Service Master SKU: 1705377
- Dust Bag for Jet Finisher SKU: P5278
- Dust Bag for Champion Finisher SKU: 1704743400
- Dust Bag for Landis 400S & 450S, 32” SKU: 1704747400
- Dust Bag for Landis 400S & 450S, 70” SKU: 1704749400
- Dust Bag for Landis 400, 400A & 450, 37” SKU: 1704743400
- Dust Bag for Landis 400, 400A & 450, 76” SKU: 1704747400
- Dust Bag for Landis 401, 402, 403 & 453, 42” SKU: 1704749400
- Dust Bag for Landis 404, 404CD, 405 & 454, 60” SKU: 1704743400
- Dust Bag for Landis 404CD, 405, 453 & 454, 91” SKU: 1704747400
- Dust Bag for Landis and Champion 150, 37” SKU: 1704927150
- Dust Bag for Landis and Champion 152, 28” SKU: 1704929150
- Dust Bag for Landis and Champion 152, 54” SKU: 1704929150
- Dust Bag for Landis and Champion 153, 28” SKU: 1704929150
- Dust Bag for Landis and Champion 153, 66” SKU: 1704929150
- Dust Bag for Landis and Champion 154, 37” SKU: 1704929150
- Dust Bag for Landis and Champion 154, 70” SKU: 1704930150

Primatec

- 1300 Finisher SKU: PRIMATEC1300

Features

- (1) Conical shaft to easily interchange tools
- (1) Heel breaster cone
- (1) 40 mm (1.6”) Sanding Belt on the left side
- (1) 100 mm (4”) Sanding Belt in the right side
- Naumkeag motor
- Trimmer aggregate
- 2 speed motor for sanding belts
- Separately operated sanding belts
- Integrated dust collection system

Specifications

- Dimensions: 51” W x 32” D x 64” H
- 230 V, 60 Hz, 1 phase

Option

- LED light system

Podostation

- 700 Sander SKU: PODO700

Features

- Mobile finishing ortho Sander
- Workbench with integrated sanding unit
- Vacuum system
- Filter bag integrated

Specifications

- Dimensions: 28” W x 23.6” D x 52” H
- 230 V, 60 Hz, 1 phase

Option

- LED light system

Metec 920 Sander

SKU: METEC920

Mas 450 Dust Extraction system

SKU: MAS450

Built to be connected to the central extraction system.

Features

- 2 sanding belts
- Cone
- Naumkeag motor
- Air-stream - for dust-free work
- Dust - automatic operation of the dust clasps
- Ergo - with extreme freedom for the wide bands
- Panel - central operation unit
- Tangential funnel - targeted suction

Specifications

- Dimensions: 28” W x 32” D x 64” H
- 230 V, 60 Hz, 1 phase

Option

- LED light system
**ORTHOPEDIC & SHOE REPAIR**

**DUST EXTRACTION SYSTEMS**

**Podo 20 Mobile Sander**
SKU: PODO20MOBILE

**Features**
- Small portable sanding table
- Includes transportable / rolling case
- Easy interchangeable bayonet system
- Integrated fan
- Integrated dust collection system

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 25” W x 17” D x 20” H
- 230 V, 60 Hz, 1 phase

---

**Mobile Dust Extraction System**
MAS 150
SKU: MAS150MOBILE

**Features**
- Mobile System with tool holder
- Mobile System without tool holder

**Specifications**
- Dimensions:
  - Without tool holder: 22” W x 26” D x 37” H
  - With tool holder: 22” W x 26” D x 64” H
- 230 V, 60 Hz, 1 phase, 0.55 kW

---

**Mas series Dust Extraction System**

**Features MAS450**
- 2 donnection port
- Dimensions: 18” W x 32” D x 93” H
- 230 V, 60 Hz, 1 phase
- Filter surface: 77.5 p² (7.2 m²)

**Features MAS1200**
- Dimensions: 47” W x 30” D x 91” H
- 230 V, 60 Hz, 1 phase
- Filter surface: 124 p² (11.5 m²)

**Features MAS1550**
- Dimensions: 61” W x 30” D x 94” H
- 230 V, 60 Hz, 1 phase, 7.5 kW
- Filter surface: 124 p² (11.5 m²)

**Features MAS2300**
- Dimensions: 90” W x 30” D x 94” H
- 230 V, 60 Hz, 1 phase, 7.5 kW
- Filter surface: 248 p² (23 m²)
- 2 x Dust collection volume of 280 l

---

**Titan 1 Orthopedic Press**
SKU: TITAN1

**Features**
- Adjustable presser lever
- Pressure gauge
- Adjustable height hold down arms

**Specifications**
- Dimensions:
  - 10” W x 31” D x 22” H
- Net weight: 121 lbs.

---

**Long Sole Cushion**
SKU: 6003280040

**Features**
- Extra long V-arm,
- (1) separate heel press
- Permanently inflated cushion
- (11) pairs of lasts
- Integrated lasts support
- 26” Workbench

**Specifications**
- Odin I: 20” x 49” x 24”
- Odin II: 25” x 75” x 26”
- 230 V, 50 Hz., 1 hp

---

**Odin II Pneumatic Sole Press**
with V-arm and a separated heel press
SKU: ODINII

**Features**
- Extra long V-arm,
- (1) separate heel press
- Permanently inflated cushion
- (11) pairs of lasts
- Integrated lasts support
- 26” Workbench

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 24” W x 49” D x 51” H
- Variable speed 750 to 3000 RPM
- 230 V, 1 phase, 2.2 kW

---

**Odin I, Pneumatic Sole press**
with V-arm and without an heel press
SKU: ODINI

---

**Semi-High Cushion**
SKU: 6003280050

**Features**
- Odin I: 20” x 49” x 24”
- Odin II: 25” x 75” x 24”
- 230 V, 50 Hz., 1 hp

---

**MTF 200 Carver**
SKU: MTF200HV

**Features**
- Designed for orthopedic work
- Electrical adjustable lift in height
- Modern LED-lamps
- Swinging motor and a stepless speed regulator

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 24” W x 49” D x 51” H
- Variable speed 750 to 3000 RPM
- 230 V, 1 phase, 2.2 kW
**Infrared Oven 802**
SKU: IR802

**Features**
- 18 Infrared Quartz tubes with reflector, Dual zone switching (6 or 18 tubes)
- 2 x 25 watts
- Opto-electronic IR-measuring unit
- PID-Controller, infinitely variable from 30°C to 250°C
- Independent, 4 locking casters, locking gas shock lift adjustment, locks at any height

**Specifications**
- Outside dimensions: 61.6” W x 46.5” D x 55.1” H
- Height with doors open: 73”
- Inside dimensions: 51.2” W x 42.9” D x 19.7” H
- Net weight: 640 lbs. [290 kg]
- Crated weight: 805 lbs [365 kg]
- 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1 phase

**Infrared Oven 1002**
SKU: IR1002

**Features**
- 12 Infrared Quartz tubes with reflector
- 2 x 25 watts
- Opto-electronic infrared measuring unit
- PID-Controller, infinitely variable from 30 °C to 250 °C
- 4 locking casters
- Heating area: W 36” x D 38”, Lift range: 34” - 43”

**Specifications**
- Dimensions: 28” W x 23.6” D x 52” H
- 230 V, 60 Hz, 1 phase
- Outside dimensions: 39.4” W x 31.5” D x 19.7” H
- Net weight: 507 lbs. [230 kg]
- Crated weight: 607 lbs [275 kg]

**Roll of Teflon**
SKU: 13150

- Sold by square foot

---

**Infrared Oven 1302 XTR**
SKU: IR1302XTR

**Features**
- Same feature than the IR1302 but with 20” more depth
- Infrared Oven for the O&P field including movable Roll-about tray
- 24 Infrared-Quartz-tubes with reflector
- Digital PID-Controller, infinitely adjustable from 30 °C to 250 °C
- Dual zone switching (4/24)

**Specifications**
- Outside dimensions: 63” W x 70” D x 55” H
- Height door opened: 73”
- Inside dimensions: 51” W x 63” D x 20” H
- 4 locking casters, locking gas shock lift adjustment
- Heating area: 49” W x 61” D
- 240V / 50/60 Hz / 3 phases / [32 Amp CEE] / total capacity 11.1 kW
- 4 x 25 Watts
- Net weight: 794 lbs. [360 kg]
- Crated weight: 1028 lbs. [466 kg]

---

**Infrared Oven 2102 Dual**
SKU: IR2102

**Features**
- Ideal for larger molds such as seats for wheel chairs and much more
- 28 Infrared Quartz tubes with reflector, dual zone switching (12 or 28 tubes)
- 3 x 25 watts
- 2 x Opto-electronic IR-measuring unit
- 2 x PID-Controller, infinitely variable from 30 °C to 250 °C
- 4 locking casters, locking gas shock lift adjustment, locks at any height

**Specifications**
- Inside dimensions: 86.6” W x 42.9” D x 19.7” H
- Height with doors open: 68.9”
- Outside dimensions: 98.4” W x 48.8” D x 51.2” H
- Net weight: 988 lbs. [448 kg]
- Crated weight: 1392 lbs. [631 kg]
- 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1 phase

---

**Heat Protection Gloves**
SKU: 20009

**Roll of Teflon**
SKU: 13150

**Heat Protection Gloves**
SKU: 20009

---

**Bubble Forming Tray**
SKU: SETFR

**Heat Protection Gloves**
SKU: 20009

---

**Infrared Oven 3022 Dual**
SKU: IR2102

**Features**
- Ideal for larger molds such as seats for wheel chairs and much more
- 28 Infrared Quartz tubes with reflector, dual zone switching (12 or 28 tubes)
- 3 x 25 watts
- 2 x Opto-electronic IR-measuring unit
- 2 x PID-Controller, infinitely variable from 30 °C to 250 °C
- 4 locking casters, locking gas shock lift adjustment, locks at any height

**Specifications**
- Inside dimensions: 86.6” W x 42.9” D x 19.7” H
- Height with doors open: 68.9”
- Outside dimensions: 98.4” W x 48.8” D x 51.2” H
- Net weight: 988 lbs. [448 kg]
- Crated weight: 1392 lbs. [631 kg]
- 230 V, 50/60 Hz, 1 phase
Vacupress 620 S3
SKU: LANDIS620S3

Features
- Microprocessor with PID feature, optimized for Pre-Preg processing
- Timer- and Ramp feature for programming individual heating
- 4 vacuum-connector
- 4 casters with stop, double doors with double-pane viewing window
- Three zone heating cabinet

Specifications
- Outside dimensions: 48" W x 36" D x 62" H
- Inside dimensions: 39" W x 24” D x 47” H
- 240 V / 60 Hz / 1 or 3 phases / (16 Amp CEE) / total capacity 10.2 kW
- 3x 3300 W, 3x fan motor with reversing rotation direction
- Temperature infinitely adjustable 30 °C to 250 °C
- Illumination: 2 x 25 Watts
- Net weight: 283 lbs. (129 kg)
- Crated weight: 418 lbs. (190 kg)

Pre-Preg Convection Oven PO1200
SKU: PO1200

Features
- Microprocessor with PID feature, optimized for Pre-Preg processing
- Timer- and Ramp feature for programming individual heating
- 4 vacuum-connector
- 4 casters with stop, double doors with double-pane viewing window
- Three zone heating cabinet

Specifications
- Outside dimensions: 48" W x 36" D x 62" H
- Inside dimensions: 39" W x 24” D x 47” H
- 240 V / 60 Hz / 1 or 3 phases / (16 Amp CEE) / total capacity 10.2 kW
- 3x 3300 W, 3x fan motor with reversing rotation direction
- Temperature infinitely adjustable 30 °C to 250 °C
- Illumination: 2 x 25 Watts
- Net weight: 283 lbs. (129 kg)
- Crated weight: 418 lbs. (190 kg)

IR1612 Convection Oven
SKU: IR1612

Features
- Thermostat: infinitely up to 290 °C
- Timer: infinitely 0.60 minutes and permanent on On/Off active light
- Housing: Stainless steel inside and outside
- 1 grill and 1 tray

Specifications
- Inside dimensions: 16.1" W x 12.5" D x 10" H
- Outside dimensions: 21" W x 20.0" D x 12.5" H
- Net weight: 45 lbs. (20 kg)
- Packed weight: 49 lbs. (22.2 kg)
- 230 V, 1 phase, 11 Amps

Sewing & Patching Machines

Landis International is your best source of spare parts, needles, dust bags, v-belts, polishing brushes, motors, contact wheels and many more...

We manufacture and carry parts for the following brands: Landis shoe machine, Supreme Shoe Machinery, Sutton Lands, Autosoler, Stanley Bostitch, Adler, Singer, Pfiff, Juki, Power Shoe Machine, Besser, Claes, Rapid E, Champion, Pederson, Hardo, Gotz and Mebus and more.

In addition, we also have a large selection of reconditioned machines, available directly on our website at www.landisinternational.ca

Pre-Preg Convection Oven PO1200
SKU: PO1200

Features
- Microprocessor with PID feature, optimized for Pre-Preg processing
- Timer- and Ramp feature for programming individual heating
- 4 vacuum-connector
- 4 casters with stop, double doors with double-pane viewing window
- Three zone heating cabinet

Specifications
- Outside dimensions: 48" W x 36" D x 62" H
- Inside dimensions: 39" W x 24” D x 47” H
- 240 V / 60 Hz / 1 or 3 phases / (16 Amp CEE) / total capacity 10.2 kW
- 3x 3300 W, 3x fan motor with reversing rotation direction
- Temperature infinitely adjustable 30 °C to 250 °C
- Illumination: 2 x 25 Watts
- Net weight: 283 lbs. (129 kg)
- Crated weight: 418 lbs. (190 kg)

Vacupress 620 S3
SKU: LANDIS620S3

Features
- Speeds up the cooling of moulded Thermoplastics up to 75%
- Special air jets ensure a minimum air consumption at a low pressure of just 1.5bar
- opening and closing of the working frame with only one handle
- supported by gas-shock

Specifications
- Heating Unit Vacuum-Press
- 29” W x 29” D x 65” (max) H
- Net weight : 374 lbs.
- Vacuum compartment
8.3” W x 5.5” D x 5” integrated with lid
- Heating element : 23” x 17”
- 240 V, 60 Hz, 1 phase, 6 kW
- Vacuum pump : 0.45 kW 1.2 m³/h oil free

Option
- Base

Reduction Frame
600 x 450 for 900 XR
SKU: VP900XR

Features
- Thermostat: infinitely up to 290 °C
- Timer: infinitely 0.60 minutes and permanent on On/Off active light
- Housing: Stainless steel inside and outside
- 1 grill and 1 tray

Specifications
- Heating Unit Vacuum-Press
- 29” W x 29” D x 65” (max) H
- Net weight : 374 lbs.
- Vacuum compartment
8.3” W x 5.5” D x 5” integrated with lid
- Heating element : 23” x 17”
- 240 V, 60 Hz, 1 phase, 6 kW
- Vacuum pump : 0.45 kW 1.2 m³/h oil free

Option
- Base
Landis International Inc., a Canadian manufacturer and distributor of orthopedic and shoe repair machinery, is the undisputed leader and the Industry’s main supplier for North America. Landis International offers new and reconditioned quality equipment, tools, as well as the necessary parts required for the maintenance of equipment built to last a lifetime.

For more than 65 years, we’ve specialized in the development and distribution of equipment designed to make our customers’ life easier. For the past few years, we have experienced renewed growth, gained international recognition and increased our market share. With our strong and experienced R&D team, supported by designers and technicians, Landis knows how to adapt to emerging technical realities. Furthermore, we rapidly meet our clientele’s new requirements and adapt our products to their demands.

Be part of our community and follow us on Facebook.